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Who we are?

Mission Statement

Capital Logistics Trading is specialist, seamlessly integrated, international logistics provider with its core 

expertise in the air, sea and land freights including warehousing & packaging.

Based in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia that is one of the fastest developing shipping hubs in the world.

Capital Logistics Trading offers total logistics requirements and services, related to your business.

Our scale of operation and expertise enable us to provide the appropriate solutions, ranging from individual 

shipments for large consignments to aircraft and Sea Freight & Passengers Charters. We control an entire 

logistics chain, using our own custom built and dedicated infrastructure.

We cherish our customer relationships and personally commit to achieve guaranteed superior service levelsWe cherish our customer relationships and personally commit to achieve guaranteed superior service levels

We exists to attract and maintain customers. When we adhere to this maxim, everything else will fall into 

place. Commitment to excellence and dedication to Industry Leadership through innovative solutions and 

product diversity.

Our Mission is naturally inspired by Our Vision. At CLT we consider our business as much more than on time 

shipment execution. We deal with people and our business success is based upon our Customer trust. 

We have been able to achieve this trust because of our Meticulous Planning, Perfect Team co-ordination and 

ideal execution cutting across borders and time zones.

“SPROUTING OUR
CUSTOMER NEEDS”

“ CONSISTENTLY 
  EXCEED CUSTOMERS 

  EXPECTATION ” 



Our List of Services Included

Our List of Services Included

Our Major Clients 



We at CLT provide an import consolidation program for those consignees with multiple suppliers. Rather than small shipments, LCL shipments, we can consolidate 

your vendor's cargo into a full container for maximum container utilization. This also allows for pre-sorting, according to destination and possible distribution 

options through our de-consolidation program.

We endeavor to offer value added Consolidation Services to our clients & are the major force to reckon within the industry. We have expertise 

in handling in hazardous cargo, dangerous and odd dimensional cargo with very competitive rates. 

WeWe also offer volume shipment discounts, charter and part charter rates for air movement of your cargo. We keep Track 

of constantly changing rules & regulations of the Customs, Bank & Other Government department for our 

customer's benefit.

GLOBAL CONSOLIDATION

Our Range of Services 

Sea & Air Export Consolidation

Sea & Air Import Consolidation

Buyer's Consolidation

Shipper's Consolidation



Project Cargo

Special discounted freight rates.

Priority airfreight service.

Door Delivery worldwide.

Capital Logistics Trading provides Air cargo services, door-to-door service to and from Saudi Arabia to Worldwide destinations. We handle all Air freight shipments in 

the most professional, reliable and expeditious means possible.We have been meeting our customers' Air freight needs ever since our establishment with fast, 

efficient service and an on-time performance record. Our customer commitment is as strong as ever.

We select the most appropriate carrier for your shipment that we give you a head start over other Air freight forwarding companies.

AtAt CLT we have a strong network of professional agents who are familiar with the customs and regulations of their respective 

countries on both imports and exports. Our complete line of Air Freight services gets your freight delivered, anytime and on 

time.

Our Air freight is optimally supported by the well established network of FIATA, Calogi and Warehousing 
Systems.

AIR TRANSPORT

CLT Assist, you with

Pick-up and delivery.

Consolidation.

Door-to-door Service.

Assembly and distribution.



Rate analysis.

Carrier selection and booking.

Weekly scheduled arrival & departures using reputed carriers.

Containerization arrangements.

LCL, FCL consolidation.

 At Capital Logistics Trading we specialize in all types of ocean freight services. With a well spread network of agents and branches all across the globe, we can manage 

your shipments from door-to-door, including all documentation.

We can provide consolidation, customs clearance, warehousing, packing & crating, trucking and all risk insurance. Our Quality services and well 

established network always ensure "There is always Enough Room" for your shipment, you get the best of prices and your shipments are 

delivered on schedule. Our highly trained and experienced staff can arrange for the transportation of any material from LCL shipments 

to over dimensional heavy-lift project cargo. 

InIn spite of offering you the best of services, we offer highly competitive price in the market. We have always 

believed that quality services at cost effective pricing are the only solution to gain and retain Customers. 

OCEAN TRANSPORT

CLT Specializes in Sea Cargo Services

Buyers' Consolidation.

GOH Handling.

Inland Trucking.

Door-to-Door service.



Inter-modal Services

Control movements for Factory / CFS Stuffing

Inland Trucking for Imports

Pick-up and delivery on request

You can entrust CLT with your valuable cargo. Quality and security are of utmost importance for CLT Land Transport. An integrated quality and security management ensures 

the smooth forwarding of your cargo. A full range of trucking and inter-modal services provided by the group companies through selected and qualified 

sub-contractors.

Riyadh city pick up as well as long distance truck transportation. Our client can rely on our efficient transportation services and remain assured of on 

time and safe delivery of their consignments, after clearance of the import goods through customs.

We also deliver the goods to project sites /Factory of importers etc. through employing surface transport.

Our transport arrangements cover all parts of Middle East. We also have the facility to transport the basic normal cargo.Our transport arrangements cover all parts of Middle East. We also have the facility to transport the basic normal cargo.

LAND TRANSPORT

SERVICES INCLUDE

Door pick and Door deliveries

Transportation of standard containers

Partial shipment to major cities

Flat bed & box trailers



Storage-Short Term and Long Term.

Handling of Bulk Inventory.

Stuffing & De Stuffing.

Pick and Pack Services.

CLT provides warehousing and distribution centers for companies with a need for a high-performance, yet flexible infrastructure. Through our shared logistics 

capabilities, our customers gain the benefits of our customized services. We offer real-time access to inventory status using a simple, intuitive method in 

managing your inventory.

Our state of the art system includes bar code scanning, compliance labeling, space optimization and value-added support services. We offer a 

wide variety of warehousing, distribution, and value-added services designed to speed up your supply chain as efficiently and 

cost-effectively as possible. 

ByBy utilizing our efficiencies and experience to reduce your total cost of Warehousing and Distribution, your company can 

focus its time and money on what really matters in your industry instead of wasting valuable resources on 

logistics.

WAREHOUSING & DISTRIBUTION

SERVICES INCLUDE

Dangerous goods storage.

Pick-up and delivery.

Wide area Distribution.

Scheduled departures and arrivals.



SEA-AIR COMBINED TRANSPORT is very valuable alternative freight service which is about 30%-40% cost saving compared 

with the costly airfreight but still match arrival target at destinations.

SEA-AIR COMBINED TRANSPORT is being used today for export-shipments from Riyadh, Saudi Arabia to EUROPE and via us 

Singapore Hub to USA/North America and INLAND in Vietnam ( from South to North Vietnam and North to South…)

SEAAIR

Combines the advantages of air and ocean freight

Keeps your deadlines while reducing freight costs

Vessel Charter Service

Handling of Bulk Vessel

Economical link to global markets

Global Air Charter Service



CLT is much capable for managing total logistics solution for handling Project Cargo which requires experienced, dedicated and skilled personnel who are committed to 

resolve the problems professionally if arises in extra ordinary circumstances and thus we have the sense of knowledge to 'make things happen'.

We offer Project Cargo Services which include planning, port feasibility studies, conceptual design of port and other maritime transport projects, trade and 

traffic forecasts, financing strategies. For the execution of these services out of the box thinking is required in order to create and implement 

effective solutions.

WeWe always consider the customer's requirements first. We do not supply a simple service, but are also partner for our customers 

when it comes to questions regarding transport. Our goal is to make things as easy as possible for our customers. 

PROJECT CARGO HANDLING

Our Range of Services

Handling of Bulk Vessel

Global Air Charter Service

Keeps your deadlines while reducing freight costs

combines the advantages of air and ocean freight

Vessel Charter Service



At CLT we have a well dedicated team of professionals to take care of your complete Customs clearance procedures. Having the support of an adept team of custom clearing agents 

who are proficient in their work and are through with all the mandatory documentation and regulations to be followed, we are able to provide world class custom clearing 

services to our clients. 

We will take care of all the essential documents, get them prepared and act as an interface between our Customers and the Customs. We are able to 

provide hassle free and quick custom clearing services for clients engaged in imports as well as exports.

To minimize your customs issues, CLT Provides : To minimize your customs issues, CLT Provides : Pre Shipment & Post Shipment Documentations.

Expertise in various Schemes of Import & Export Activities. (DEPB/ DEEC/ EPCG/ DUTY DRAWBACK/ BONDING/ DE-BONDING). 

Customs Clearance for Import & Export Consignments.Applying of Certifications like Fumigation / Phytosanitary 

Certificates. Arranging for Contract Survey by authorized Surveyors

CUSTOMS CLEARANCE

Our Customer friendly services in this area include 

Handling of Pre-Filing Procedures

Customs Consultancy

Preparation and Submission of all required Documents

Guidance and Assistance in Security sealing and Certification



SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
CLT is an experienced provider of integrated supply chain management solutions. We manage complex global flows of goods, information, and financials for many of the world's 

largest companies.

We design and manage supply chains from planning and procurement through to arrival and delivery of products at their final destination. Our high 

quality solutions are tailor-made to meet the exact needs of our customers whether it is a business looking to diversify, expand or improve its 

logistics set-up.

From warehousing and distribution services to purchase and quality management, we can get the right supply chain in place 

so our customer's businesses can move fast.

OurOur hands-on services and strategic solutions are extensive and customized to meet our customers 

every need, whether it's a competitive rate for an urgent shipment or a strategic partner who can 

identify and create short-term efficiencies and build up long-term competitiveness.

“ Our Strategic 

   Solutions are 

   Extensive & Customized to 

   meet our customers Every need ”



CONTACT US

RIYADH

P.O. Box 14051,

Riyadh 11422, Saudi Arabia.

+966 (011) 4765773
+966 (011) 2912673

riyadh@capitalogistics.com

DAMMAM

P.O. Box 9580

Dammam 31423, Saudi Arabia.

+966 (013) 8310789

+966 (013) 8326977

 dammam@capitalogistics.com

JEDDAH 

P.O. Box 52143,

Jeddah 21563, Saudi Arabia.

+966 (012) 6454629

+966 (012) 6457335

jeddah@capitalogistics.com

KARACHI 

Office # 402, Bhayani Shopping Center,

North Nazimabad Block M, 4th Floor,

Near Peshawari Ice Cream, Karachi, Pakistan.

+92 213 6670068

+92 331 363 1756

karachi@capitalogistics.com 

Branch Office

GLOBALLY
CONNECTED

BORDERLESS LOGISITCS


